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On Saturday 15 Mar 2003, Alvin Wollin discovered a Varied Thrush 
(Ixoreus naevius) in Hempstead Lake State Park in Nassau County, Long Island. 
This is a traditional site for finding early spring migrants, with such spring 
records in the past of of Yellow-throated and Townsend's warblers. The news 
spread among local birders and a small crowd gathered in the park the following 
morning. The thrush was still present and was heard giving brief bursts of song 
on several occasions. Despite these vocalizations it remained very secretive, 
providing only a handful of brief views, generally when it flew up from the 
undergrowth into the bare branches of the taller trees. On Monday morning, it was 
seen again briefly and then was heard singing but not seen on the subsequent 
Wednesday and Thursday mornings. 

Varied Thrush is a beautiful and uniquely patterned medium-sized thrush 
breeding in the evergreen forests of northwestern North America. One or two are 
reported in New York most years, usually at feeders during the winter. The 
distinctive combination of a broad orange supercilium, orange throat and 
underparts, dark facial mask and complex pattern of bars on the dark wings 
readily identified the Hempstead bird as a Varied Thrush. In flight, it showed a 
striking undenving pattern consisting of two broad pale bars formed by the white 
undenving coverts and white bases of the primaries and secondaries. The fact that 
it was heard singing led to a general assumption among observers that it must be 
an adult male. 

During one of the thrush's brief appearances on Sunday, I managed to 
take three photographs ( Fig.1) as it perched momentarily on a high branch before 
flying further down the patch of woodland. Only two of the images were in focus 
but both clearly show the breast, which appeared to be uniformly orange and 
without any evidence of a dark breast band. This was a big surprise to everyone 
because according to the literature, male Varied Thrushes always show a 
prominent dark breast band. Even first-winter males show a solid dark band and 
only differ from older males in having browner greater wing coverts, crown and 
tail feathers. Most females also show an obvious breast band, even in first winter 
plumage (Pyle 1997; Clement 2000; George 2003). This presents a puzzle! What 
age and sex was the Hempstead bird? To learn more, I posted the pictures on the 
web and sought input from members of the ID-Frontiers discussion group. 
Although many West Coast birders contributed their thoughts and experiences, 
none had seen a Varied Thrush without at least a hint of a brownish breast 
band. This conclusion was confirmed by review of Varied Thrush specimens 
at the American Museum of Natural History. All of the specimens in the 
collection showed a readily apparent breast band (Dale Dyer and Manny Levine, 
pers. cornrn.). 
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Although a relatively common species in appropriate habitat in its 
breeding and wintering ranges, Varied Thrushes can be quite secretive, preferring 
dark and shaded areas of woodland in which to feed and to sing. Consequently, 
many aspects of the species' biology have not been studied (George 2003). Males 
sing from the tops of tall conifers and are most active on rainy days when they are 
hardest to observe. Whether female Varied Thrushes are capable of giving song 
(perhaps a less-developed version of male song) remains an open question. There 
is precedent in other thrushes and singing by females is surprisingly common in 
passerines as a whole. Most New York birders will have encountered singing 
female House Finches (Carpodacus mexicanus). 

Expert opinion was that the darkness of the upper parts and fact that the 
bird was singing tips the balance towards a male - hormonally at least - but this 
remains speculation. Two subspecies (naevia and rneruloides) of Varied Thrush 
have been described, but this is unlikely to explain the unfamiliar plumage. Both 
subspecies are very similar in appearance and according to the literature, do not 
differ significantly in the intensity of the breast band. Intriguingly, the only record 
of Varied Thrush from Europe involved a bird with abnormal pigmentation 
(Madge et al. 1990). Identified as a first-winter male by its pointed tail feathers 
and well-defined breast band, this unusual individual lacked all of the normal 
orange tones. All the more remarkable, there is only a single specimen of this 
plumage variant and a few sight records, all from California. Whether aberrations 
in plumage are more frequent in vagrants, perhaps correlating in some way with 
perhaps underlying defects in navigation, remains an open question. 
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In summary, the most parsimonious explanation of the Hempstead Lake 
Varied Thrush is that it was a male - hormonally, at least - with aberrant plumage. 
There was nothing to suggest a hybrid. Further research on the breeding grounds 
is needed to determine whether females sometimes sing and to determine the 
frequency of birds of either sex that lack a breast band. Earlier in the year, another 
Varied Thrush was observed several times at a private feeder in eastern Long 
Island. Photographs provided by Mike Cooper show a strong, but not quite 
complete, dark breast band, confirming that it was a different bird. 
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